Lesson Title:
Migration

Grade Level:
Grade Six Lesson 3

History-Social Science Standard:
6.1.2   Students identify the locations of human communities that populated the major regions of the world and describe how humans adapted to a variety of environments.

Correlation to K-8 California Adopted Textbooks:
Houghton Mifflin Social Studies, A Message of Ancient Days, pp. 94-95

Setting the Context:
The migration patterns of early man that caused movement and population of geographical areas and its correlation to the concept of present day migrant farming.

Focus Question:
What is migration and how does migration affect people today?

Expected Learning Outcomes:
Students will explain the concept of migration, how this concept is related to migration in farming today and how the César E. Chávez family coped with migration.

Assessment:
Students will demonstrate an understanding of migration by charting on a map the origins of their families.

Key Concepts:
migration

Essential Vocabulary:
glacier
migration
land bridges
ancestors
hunter-gatherer
bands
Ice Age
mobility

Primary Sources:
Internet, textbook, diaries, first-hand accounts, family records.

Visuals:
Peopling the Earth map on p. 95 of textbook.


Procedure

Motivation:
Millions of years ago huge sheets of ice called glaciers covered large areas of the earth, perhaps the area where you live; this period was called the Ice Age.  Because of the glaciers the level of water dropped, land bridges emerged to allow hunters to follow their prey to virtually all areas of the world.  These early hunters didn't know it, but they were on a migration.  That is what you are going to do, go on a migration. 

Make location signs: Africa, Europe, Asia, Australia, North America, and South America.  Have all the students assemble at Africa.  Give each student a folded slip of paper with one of the continent signs on the card or paper.  Most of the cards/papers should have Europe and Asia on them.  Have some cards with North and South America.  Have the students move/migrate every two minutes, allow the students to freely visit every time they move.  You may want to provide fruits and vegetables at the North and South America locations.  Be creative, this should be a fun activity.  The movement can also be done outside.

Making Connections:
Mobility was very important to hunters and gatherers.  It is still an important component in some work today.  Discuss with students workers who are still mobile such as farm workers, sales representatives, truck drivers, and professional athletes.  Teacher should emphasize the farm worker migration by reading Chapter 3  “Trabajadores” (The Workers) from the César E. Chávez Middle School Biography (click here for link to biography). 

Vocabulary Activities:
Students will be given a skill page displaying vocabulary.  They will complete the definitions through inference during classroom discussion and dictionary usage.

Guided Instruction:
Students listen to teacher or fellow student reading of the Chapter 3 “Trabajadores”.  Hold discussion about the hardships of migrant workers and make connections to the lesson outcome.  After discussion, students pair up to compare answers on vocabulary skill sheet and look up any vocabulary not defined.  Teacher assigns home activity (see enrichment).

Integrating Language:
Students will listen to teacher’s introduction, read the textbook, participate in class discussion, and interview family members or neighbors.  If there is no family or neighbor to interview, view farm worker interview on CDE Web site and use that information for your interview. 

Enrichment:
Students will interview family members or neighbors and chart on a map the origin of his or her family and their migration to their current location.  Students will bring this information back to class to be recorded on a classroom map displaying all students’ information.


Migration Skill Sheet


								Name_______________

								Date________________


Unscramble the bold faced words below to match the clues. Write the words in the blank spaces; use the words in the box. Use a dictionary or the textbook glossary if you need help.


glacier
migration 
land bridges 
Ice Age 
bands
ancestors 
hunter-gatherer 
mobility



	Ease of movement  libomtiy  _____________________________


	Huge sheets of ice and snow  lagreic  ______________________


	One who goes before, forefather  tesroscan  _________________


	Small, loosely organized groups of people  danbs  ___________


	To move from one place to another  ratgimoin  ______________


	An area previously covered by water  danl gridbes  ___________


	Time when glaciers advanced and retreated across the surface of the earth  ceI egA  _______________________________________


	Early humans that hunted wild animals and gathered wild plants for food  terhun-rerhetag  ______________________________________ 



